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Arboricultural Assessment of 25 Hurricane drive,
Rownhams, SO16 8LH

Carried out by MaI hew Rowden on behalf of Sharon
Crook, prospecL ve buyer and correspondent for the

applicaL on for the above address.

2 Furzedown house, Furzedown road, Kings Somborne, SO20 6QL
email: rowdentreeconsultants@gmail.com

07483135349
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3. Instruc. on

This report is to survey one mature common ash tree on the site for the potenL al to cause damage
and/or harm for insurance and liability, prior to the client purchasing the property. I refer to the
current guidance set out within NTSG Common sense risk management of trees 2011 to enable
the prospecL ve buyer of the property to have discharged their duty of care.
The risks that I have assessed are: Likelihood of damage to property (indirect or contact), tree fail-
ure through structures, and personal harm or injury. I have been instructed by Ross Woodley from
Romsey Tree Surgeons Ltd.

4. Limita. ons

This survey is valid for 5 years (adhering to the guidance set out in NTSG 2011). I must be kept in
direct supervision of the site at all L mes in regards to all arboricultural maI ers in order for the
findings in this report to remain valid.
The site was inspected using the VTA method as outlined in MaI heck and Breloer 1994. No de-
tailed decay detecL on has been carried out.
No soil analysis has been carried out: assumpL ons have been made based on data from the BGS,
and the species that grow in that area.
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5. Site details

The site is a 0.5Ha plot of land with one structure on it. The tree surveyed is mature common ash
tree. The soil condiL ons are listed by the BGS as: London Clay FormaL on - Clay, silt and sand. Sed-
imentary bedrock formed between 56 and 47.8 million years ago during the Palaeogene period.

6. Legal restric. ons

The tree is covered by a TPO, ref: TPO/TVBC/371.

7. Proposals

This report aims to establish whether the tree requires work within the next 5 years, 1 year, criL c-
ally (as soon as reasonably pracL cable), or no work whatsoever. It aims to discharge the duty of
care that the landowner has to ensure that their trees are as safe as reasonably pracL cable, and to
insL l a cyclic formal re-inspecL on schedule every 3 years in line with NTSG common sense risk
management of trees 2011. Based on the target area of the site, the records of this report must be
kept with the resident, and the next date for a formal inspecL on is April 2029 if the tree is retained
in any form.
Informal observaL ons may be taken annually by visiL ng arboriculturists.

8. Drawings and documents

The client has not provided drawings and documents for the purposes of this assessment. I have
obtained one from the BriL sh Geological Society and have annotated the tree on the map.

9. Summary

The ash tree exhibits a litany of structural defects and is in physiologically poor condiL on. It ex-
hibits advanced signs and symptoms of Hymenocyphus fraxineus, and is unlikely to retain its
amenity for longer than 5 years.

10. Findings (please see appendix 1 for specific details)

BuI resses and lower stem:

i. No comments.

Main stem and branch structure:

ii. Historic limb failures to the N aspect at 8 and 15m have occurred recently (within the
last 10 years), and have exposed the heartwood of the stem to opportunisL c pathogens
such as Kretzschmaria deusta.
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iii. The canopy exhibits major deadwood throughout: far more than might be expected for
a tree of this age and maturity. One piece is highly significant and poses and immediate
safety concern.

Overall canopy

iv. The canopy exhibits dieback from the L ps, liI le in the way of inner canopy or advenL -
L ous shootd, and brown lesions beneath the unions that is indicaL ve of ash dieback
disease (Hymenocyphus fraxineus).

v. This disease may be regarded as highly significant when found on common ash, due to
the poor immunity that these trees have to the disease. It is highly likely that all amen-
ity will be lost within the next 5 years.

11. Analysis

i. The tree is within the fall radius of 4 separate structures, with the potenL al to cause
considerable damage were it to fail at the base, or lose a large structural limb. I con-
sider the future failure of stems of this tree to be excepL onally likely, whether from the
upper canopy, or at ground level. With the target area categorised as moderate usage,
and the tree of a large size (where a stem or limb failure could cause significant damage
and/or death), the risk posed by this tree is unacceptable when imposed on others. It
must therefore be controlled, and the only way that it is viable to control that risk is to
fell the tree.

ii. A Helliwell valuaL on for the ash tree to be felled works out as:

a. Size = >200m2 (8)

b. DuraL on = 2-5(1)

c. Importance = Some(2)

d. Tree cover = Some (2)

e. Suitability = Fairly (3)

f. Form = Average (1)

g. This equates to (8 x 1 x 2 x 2 x 3 x 1) x £46.92 = £4504.32

viii.With the usage of the site in mind, the failure of this tree could do hundreds of thou-
sands of pounds worth of damage to the surrounding structures or kill someone.
Hence, retenL on is not jusLfiable.

12.Conclusion:

The ash tree is, regreI ably, unlikely to last much longer than 5 years, and future limb failures are
highly likely as the vascular system of the tree has been exposed to opportunisL c pathogens (via
limb failure) that will degrade it further. The appropriate course of acL on is to preventaL vely fell
the tree now and to replant with a species more resistant to the pests and diseases that currently
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Appendix 2: Tree loca. on plan
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